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Abstract The probabilistic roadmap (PRM) is a force for path planning in static environments. Altogether,
a small change in obstacle position may lead to the regeneration of a new roadmap, invalidating colliding
nodes and edges, and then causing a search for a new collision free path. These steps take a considerable
amount of time for processing. In this article, a newmethod, based on the grid roadmap (GRM), is proposed
to mitigate the desired time of path planning. By the suggested roadmap and implementation of an
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for a corridor search, a fast path planning method is achieved, which
operates on static, dynamic and unseen environments.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Nowadays, robots operate in areas that interact with
different obstacles that may be dangerous to humans. To satisfy
a safe working area, path planning is an essential part of
robot programming. Path planning requires the creation of an
optimized path that avoids static and dynamic obstacles in a
given workspace [1].
The PRM path planningmethod uses probabilistic node gen-
eration in configuration space (C-space) [2]. This stochastic
method may face a free narrow area of nodes or an accumula-
tion of nodes around a particular area. In addition, neighboring
node searches and the establishment of collision free edgesmay
lead to more iterations and further time of processing. Besides,
the dynamic roadmap (DRM) [3], which is based on the PRM
method, includes steps wherein the nodes and edges are gen-
erated in configuration space and then mapped to workspace
cells. PRM generation and mapping require serious processing
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doi:10.1016/j.scient.2012.02.028time [4]. To alleviate PRM processing steps, we should consider
mitigating the required time wasting. Edge segmentation and
collision checking seem to require most operation time. Con-
sideration should be taken to have another basis method in-
stead of PRM, which generates an alternative, simple, edgeless
roadmap. Consequently, a reduced amount of processing time
is required. Another problem is the desire of many path plan-
ning methods to repeat for achieving an ideal path. However,
in dynamic and changing environments, this is a vital problem,
and further iterations of the path planning algorithm are not
suitable. For improvement purposes, it seems that an edgeless
roadmap, as a platform, and the implementation of a faster path
search method are essentially required.
In this article, the grid roadmap (GRM) method for path
planning is proposed, which creates no edges, and then, a
trained radial basis function artificial neural network (RBF-
ANN) is used as an intelligent local planner for fast path
planning. Implementation of the proposed edgeless grid
roadmap appears to eliminate the initialization steps, which
processes edges and yields a greater saving in processing time.
In addition, employing RBF-ANNas a local plannerwill create an
intelligent path planningmethod thatworks on static, changing
and unseen environments, and determines the final path in
only one step after primary learning. The intelligent planner
facilitates path planning in dynamic environments.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the grid roadmap (GRM). Section 3
describes the execution of ANN on GRM for corridor creation.
evier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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robot manipulator. Section 5 compares GRM-ANN, PRM based
and other path planning methods. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.
2. Grid roadmap
PRM path planning has a robust performance in static en-
vironments and is also an excellent basis for real time path
planningmethods, such as DRM [3]. Firstly, a brief review is un-
dertaken on PRM having comparisons by the proposed method
in the next steps. PRM creation is pursued as follows [2]:
1. Random node generation in C-space.
2. Deleting colliding nodes.
3. Stabilizing collision free edges between a node and k nearest
neighbor nodes and generating the roadmap. Note that k is
a user defined value.
4. Edge enhancement for connecting separate fractions of the
roadmap.
5. Connecting start and end points to the nearest nodes on the
roadmap.
6. Searching for a collision free path from the nearest node to
start on the roadmap to the nearest node to the destination.
As shown in the above, steps 3 and 4 require the estab-
lishment of collision free edges. Collision checking for an edge
needs segmentation of the edge and then collision inspection
for each segment. The most processing time is consumed in
stabilizing collision free edges. To alleviate processing time,
a new method is proposed which implements an edgeless
roadmap with a uniform distribution of cells. We call our
proposed method the grid roadmap (GRM).
The GRM path planning method uses uniform cells (nodes)
with no edges as a roadmap on configuration space. Obstacles
invalidate corresponding cells, and the path is created by
connecting adjacent collision free cells. Hence, the proposed
method is free of edges and no processing time is spent on edge
collision checking.
GRM creation is described in the following steps:
1. Arranged cells are situated in configuration space. These
cells create the grid roadmap (GRM). Cell information is
stored in an equal dimension matrix which is called a cell
matrix. Initially, all indices of the cell matrix are zero. A path
is designated by connecting neighboring cells together on
the GRM.
2. Nearest cells to start and end points are calculated by 2-
norm in C-space by Eq. (1) [2]:
Dc2

q, q′
 = q′ − q =  n
i=1

q′i − qi
2 12
. (1)
These cell indices are assigned by two in the cell matrix. This
step is the same as in the PRMmethod.
3. To stabilizing the collision free path, cells which are able
to join the 8 nearest neighbors are designated as free cells.
Hence, every cell is checked for collision with its 8 nearest
neighbors by∞-norm in C-space by Eq. (2):
Dc∞

q, q′
 = max
n
q′ − q . (2)
If the distance between a cell and an obstacle is less than
the distance between the cell and its 8 nearest neighboring
cells, the cell becomes invalid. So, invalid cells are defined by
Eq. (3) :
Invalid cells = q | ∀q′,Dc∞ q, q′ ≤ usl . (3)Figure 1: Sample C-space for GRM.
This method for cell invalidating creates a margin of about
the size of usl for obstacles.
And free cells are defined by Eq. (4):
Free cells = q | ∀q′,Dc∞ q, q′ > usl , (4)
where q is the i, j index of the cellmatrix, and q′ is all obstacle
points in C-space. Unit Segment Length (usl) is the shortest
distance between two nearest cells and defined by Eq. (5) for
2-dimension C-space:
usl = max

C-Space length
Cell matrix columns
,
C-Space heigth
Cell matrix rows

. (5)
For square grid, usl is simply defined by Eq. (6).
usl = C-Space length
Cell matrix columns
= C-Space heigth
Cell matrix rows
. (6)
Easily, the usl equation is expandable for 3-dimension C-
space by Eq. (7).
usl = max

C-Space length
Cell matrix columns
,
C-Space heigth
Cell matrix rows
,
C-Space width
Cell matrix depth

. (7)
An example of defined principles in this section for a 2-DOF
manipulator is shown in Figure 1.
4. Finally, the collision free path is searched from the nearest
cell to the starting point on the GRM (Grid Roadmap) to
the nearest cell to the end point [2] on free cells, avoiding
invalid cells. Many path search methods, like D∗ [5], will
work properly on GRM.
As shown above, no edge will generate by the GRMmethod,
and a path is defined by connecting the nearest cells. So, there
is no need to process edges and edge collision checking time is
saved.
3. ANN corridor search
Uniform distribution of GRM cells enables the capability of
roadmap learning to have an intelligent planner. To implement
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.045047 0.9549 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.045047 −0.01713 0.972 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.045047 −0.01713 0 1.0284 −0.05633 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 −0.01713 0 0 1.0284 −0.05633 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1.0074 −0.03536 −0.07385 −0.07385 −0.03536 0.9818 0.025566 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1.0074 0.038489 0.038489 0 0.9899 0.017519 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1.0074 0 0 0.9899 −0.00805 0.025566 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.017489 0.9899 0.9899 0 2.94E−05 0.017489 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.017489 2.94E−05 0 0 2.94E−05 0.017489 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.017489 0.025595 0.025595 0.025566 −0.00808 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.00808 −0.00808 −0.00808 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0an intelligent planner, first the initial steps and principles
are defined. The path matrix is declared as equal cell matrix
dimensions, whose indices are all zero, and the desired path
indices by avoiding colliding cells are assigned one. To clearly
demonstrate, an example of a 2-DOF robot arm, and a desired
path, with one spot obstacle in the workspace, and the C-space
are shown in Figure 2.
ANN may be applied to many parts of the path planning
program. For example, one application of ANN is on the control
loop of the robot arm for satisfying system nonlinearities in
time optimal path planning [6]. Also, RBF-ANN is a potent tool
for path approximation in path planning [7].
In this article, RBF-ANN is utilized as an intelligent local
planner. The RBF network is trained [8] with the cell matrix as
the input and the path matrix as the output, with different spot
obstacle locations, and then ANN is recalled for the input cell
matrix. In the next step, by comparing the path matrix with the
threshold level, an accurate collision free path is achieved.
The path creation steps using ANN are:
1. Data preparation for ANN:
The initial data for ANN learning is the path matrix whose
indices are all zero, and the desired path indices, by avoiding
colliding cells, are assigned one. The path matrix is defined
based on the cell matrix which indicates valid and invalid cells.
The path matrix is able to be created by user defined values or
other path search methods, like D∗ [5]. The final path, which
is located on the path matrix, is created by connecting the
assigned border cells together.
2. ANN learning
ANN is trained with the cell matrix as the input and the
path matrix as the output. For example, the corresponding
cell matrix and path matrix of Figure 2(b), with the RBF-ANN
training model, are shown in Figure 3. Training is repeated for
different obstacle locations and the associated cell matrix and
path matrix.
3. ANN recall
After training with more obstacles, ANN is recalled with the
input cell matrix for path (path matrix) creation. ANN recalling,
with the Figure 2(b) cell matrix, which is shown in Figure 3,
yields the path matrix shown in Table 1.a
b
Figure 2: (a) Workspace. (b) C-space. Motion sequences are demonstrated by
numbering from 1 (start position) to 16 (destination) and one spot obstacle is
located at (0.4, 0.4 m) in the workspace.
4. Path matrix digitalization
To create the final path from the ANN output path matrix,
the pathmatrix positive indices average is computed. If an index
M.R.B. Bahar et al. / Scientia Iranica, Transactions D: Computer Science & Engineering and Electrical Engineering 19 (2012) 1850–1855 1853Figure 3: Input cell matrix and output path matrix training with RBF-ANN.of the path matrix is greater than the threshold (average), the
index is assigned one and, if lower than the threshold, is allotted
zero. The threshold is defined by Eq. (8):
threshold =
n
i=1
m
j=1
Path (i, j)
cnt
and Path (i, j) > 0 (8)
where Path (i, j) is the index,m is the rows, n is the columns and
cnt is the positive indices of the ANN output path matrix.
The accurate path on the Table 1 pathmatrix is designated by
bold numbers. To assemble the final path indices, the threshold
(average of positive indices) is computed for the Table 1 path
matrix. Then, all indices more than the threshold are assigned
one, and less than the threshold are assigned zero. Finally, the
desired pathmatrix (path), as shown in Figure 3, will yield. Path
indices approaching one demonstrate the truthfulness, and
approaching those zero indicate the weakness of the planned
path.
ANN recalled with unseen obstacles and a path matrix for
unseen conditions, are gathered. Results for a sample GRM, based
on ANN (GRM-ANN) path planning with unseen obstacles, are
shown in Figure 4.
GRM-ANN path planning results for unseen environments
characterizes the capability of the trained ANN planner for path
planning in various conditions, only in the unit step with no
iterations after initial learning.
4. Experimental results for a 2-DOF robot arm
Offline training is executed on 2 links of a Sina 2000 robot
arm in a limited workspace using a table lamp. Assume that
the arm basis is located on (0, 0) and a collision free path will
begin from the start position (0.1, 0.7 m) to the destination (0.6,
0.2 m). The resultant path created via GRM-ANN, by avoiding
the table light (obstacle), is illustrated in Figure 5.
The path is applied to a Sina 2000 robot arm. Next, real time
motion planning has been executed. Results are demonstrated
in Figure 6.
5. GRM-ANN advantages
GRMdesigns an edgeless roadmap. Accordingly, the process
of edge collision checking will be confiscated. By applying this
method as a basis for DRM instead of PRM, initialization time for
edge establishment will be eliminated and the result is a bigger
time saving in initialization steps [4].
A brief investigation shows that most path planning meth-
ods, like RRT [9] and RRT based methods [10–12], achieve thea
b
Figure 4: (a) Workspace. (b) C-space. 7 spot obstacles are located over the arm
and4 spot obstacles are placed under the arm in theworkspace. TheANNoutput
path is designated by arm shadows in the workspace and by blue circles on the
GRM.
desired path in more than unit iteration, and by complicating
the path, processing time will significantly increase. The pro-
posed method uses a RBF-ANN intelligent local planner, where
in a single step, it plans a collision free path from start to finish.
In addition, utilizing the ANN planner facilitates path planning
in unseen conditions. Also, the ANN planner illustrates the con-
sistency of the planned path.
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Figure 5: (a) Resulting path for real time motion planning. (b) Path keys in the
real environment.
The execution time for PRM and GRM-ANN methods on a
2-DOF robot arm using MATLAB is acquired. Two experiments
are designed for PRM and GRM-ANN as follows:
PRM execution steps are:
• C-space obstacle creation with 70 points on an elbow in a
limited workspace with ‘n’ spot obstacles on the workspace.
• Roadmap creation with 400 random points and each point
connected to 4 nearest neighbors.
• Random path search.
GRM-ANN performing steps are:
• C-space obstacle creation with 70 points on an elbow for
20 ∗ 20 grid cells in C-space with ‘n’ spot obstacles on the
workspace.
• Path search using trained ANN.
And the system properties are:
Pentium IV, 3 GHz CPU and 512 MB of RAM.
The resultant times for PRM and GRM are illustrated in Table 2.
Results show that GRM is much quicker than PRM where
spot obstacles are fewer than 50. The achieved resultant times
indicates that the most time for the PRM method is caused by
the edge stabilizing step, which is satisfied by the GRMmethod.
Edge establishment requires an edge distinction to many
segments and, then, checking their collision with obstacles.Figure 6: Motion sequences are from left to right and top to bottom.
Table 2: PRM and GRM creation times in second.
‘n’ spot
obstacles
PRM creation
time
GRM
creation time
1 1.4 0.06
2 1.46 0.08
3 1.22 0.1
4 1.29 0.13
5 1.028 0.15
6 0.98 0.17
7 1.01 0.2
10 1.23 0.3
50 2.17 1.22
100 3.48 2.66
150 4.92 3.51
200 6.27 5.11
250 7.91 5.9
300 8.44 7.03
350 10.57 8.85
400 10.83 10.07
450 14.27 10.72
500 15.65 12.96
1000 36.63 32.87
2000 104.42 76.58
3000 215.56 136.38
4000 357.18 219.56
Hence, the processing time spent on edge collision checking
may be a hundred times of a node. The presented problem is
satisfied in the GRMmethod and great alleviation of processing
time is achieved. Consequently, processing time mitigation in
GRM is awarded by the proposed edgeless roadmap.
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creation. Path search via ANN takes approximately 0.006 s, and
the random path search execution time is 0.04 s. The path
search time should be added to the roadmap creation time to
have the final path planning execution time. Attaching ANN
to GRM will award better execution time results. Accordingly,
GRM-ANN is an advanced alternative to PRM and many PRM
based path planning methods, like DRM and lazy PRM [3,13].
Also, GRM is a force for real time path planning. For less than
10 rigid body obstacles in the workspace, GRM creation takes
less than 0.3 s. Consequently, GRM is capable of real time path
planning in changing environments.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new grid roadmap (GRM)
method for path planning by comparing it with PRM based path
planning methods. The proposed roadmap is free of edges and,
consequently, no edge collision checking is required and the
achieved processing time is improved. Also, the fast execution
rate of the GRM makes it suitable for real time path planning
in dynamic environments. We designed an intelligent planner
based on RBF-ANN, which requires no iteration for path plan-
ning. Accordingly, great alleviation of processing time and itera-
tion are achieved. In addition, theANNplannerworks onunseen
environmentswith no trouble and has the capability ofworking
in changing environments. Also, the proposedmethod is appro-
priate for real time path planning in dynamic environments.
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